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If you look at history, innovation doesn’t come just from
giving people incentives; it comes from creating environ-
ments where their ideas can connect. 

— Steven Johnson

One way of looking at the API economy is to consider

it as a combination of technological advances and new

social and cultural trends that merged to form an inter-

connected environment ripe with exciting business

opportunities. At the center of this fertile ground are

Web APIs, which connect providers and consumers

(developers) into a symbiotic ecosystem. In a sense,

APIs connect companies much as social networking

sites connect people. However, where the latter are

driven by social needs, API ecosystems are based on a

win-win scenario in which benefit is gained not only by

providers and consumers, but also by end users, who

receive more and better products and services targeted

at context-specific user experiences and expectations.

Innovation is the specific instrument of entrepreneurship
… the act that endows resources with a new capacity to
create wealth. 

— Peter Drucker

One of the great things about the API economy is that it

is based on existing business assets. There is no need to

design new products or come up with new services —

companies can simply capitalize on their existing core

business strengths. This potentially allows any com-

pany, regardless of its size or actual business, to join in

the new economy by exposing some of its assets to its

partners or the general public. What were assets of

fixed and known value suddenly become a potential

source of seemingly unlimited business opportunities.

The role of API ecosystems makes the API economy

quite different from a typical business philosophy.

Companies are no longer in direct control of the out-

comes of their actions — the impact of API consumers

on the success of the exposed APIs is simply too great.

No matter how well producers prepare or how many

investments they make, the ultimate factor in the out-

come of an API program is the API consumers and their

ability to develop innovative and timely products and

services. In fact, both parties depend heavily on each

other, while having a relatively low level of direct

contact and little control over each other’s actions.

The advantage of this arrangement is that it offers

a lot of flexibility and prevents tie-ins on both sides:

providers generally can change or stop an API program

quite easily, while consumers have the freedom to

switch to alternative APIs from other providers at

low or zero overhead cost. 

Innovation is taking two things that already exist and
putting them together in a new way. 

— Tom Freston

On the API consumer side, the API economy is all

about innovation and rapid time to market for new

solutions. Even fresh startups with zero starting capital

can quickly produce new mobile apps by combining

multiple existing APIs in innovative ways or applying

them in new contexts.

We can see innovation not only in developed solutions

and services, but in business relationships as well. New

business models centered around APIs are appearing

and evolving at a fast pace.

The late Steve Jobs stated in one of his speeches that

“innovation distinguishes between a leader and a fol-

lower.” It is interesting to consider how this applies

in the context of the API economy. Here innovation

becomes a shared commodity that goes in a continuous

cycle from producer to consumers and back again. So

who is a leader and who is a follower in this case?

Opening Statement
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If anything can be said for sure, it is that the time of the

API economy is now, and an interesting time it is. The

potential benefits are many, and there are plenty of suc-

cess stories out there. However, which of those benefits

are achievable by specific companies and in what ways

remains unclear. This issue of Cutter IT Journal explores

these topics and aims to help companies answer the

question of how the various benefits offered by the

API economy can be unlocked.

We begin with an article by Cutter Fellow Israel Gat

and his coauthors, who take a critical look at some of

the main selling points encountered amidst the hype

surrounding the API economy. The authors first discuss

whether the API economy is really a new type of econ-

omy and suggest that there are, in fact, a variety of dif-

ferent economic models in play — some old and some

new. They then look at the current state of the API econ-

omy, taking note of its rapid growth. They elaborate on

potential future directions, pointing out the risk of mar-

ket saturation, and conclude that now is probably the

best time for businesses to invest in the API economy,

if they haven’t done so already. Gat et al. continue with

an examination of how the API economy affects human

innovation and whether it really serves as a driving

factor. The authors show that “human innovation” is

a somewhat misleading term, arguing that it would be

more accurate to talk about “human creativity” in this

context. Finally, the authors examine the claim that the

API economy acts as a leveling factor for companies of

different sizes. While they agree that the API economy

provides opportunities for smaller companies (particu-

larly in the role of consumer), Gat et al. highlight the

other side of the coin — the advantages that big players

have when it comes to marketing their APIs and enforc-

ing provider-favorable SLAs and API business models.

In our next article, Chandra Krintz and Rich Wolski pre-

sent their strategy for implementing an API governance

platform for managing, unifying, delivering, and com-

posing APIs in a commercial setting. They advocate

the use of cloud-based technologies and emphasize the

need for consistent control over the APIs, uniformity of

operations and management features, as well as stan-

dardized access control. The authors draw examples

from their experience with such a platform and focus

on the key capabilities and functionalities necessary for

effective API governance.

Christian Schultz, our next author, takes an in-depth

look at how traditional companies — so-called digital

immigrants — can use an API-centric approach to

achieve significantly faster digital growth and better

cope with the challenges of the digital marketplace. He

highlights the importance of embracing innovative busi-

ness practices and suggests companies focus on creating

new and convenient customer experiences. Schultz then

discusses the typical advantages that an API program

offers and follows up with API growth opportuni-

ties. He concludes with a look at how an API-centric

approach can mitigate certain risks of digital business

and ensure that the core team remains intact, thereby

maintaining critical know-how within the organization.

In the issue’s fourth article, the two of us present a

methodology for API management based on the ITIL

framework. We describe a 10-step approach that corre-

sponds to the service strategy process in ITIL and is tar-

geted at the creation of a new API program. Our focus

is the business side of APIs, starting from high-level

business goals and available business assets. We offer

both top-down and bottom-up approaches to identify-

ing which particular business assets should be exposed

as APIs and in what way. In the article, we show how

organizations can make use of business cases to form an

initial API business strategy, identify target consumer

(developer) groups, and come up with benefits for the

consumers who adopt the exposed API. The described

framework also includes risk, budget, and ROI assess-

ment and ends with a construction of API marketing

and consumer support strategies.
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We wrap up the issue with an article by Chuck Hudson,

who delves into common pitfalls that occur when Web

APIs are used in a mobile environment. He identifies

seven typical challenges faced by API providers and

consumers, ranging from connectivity and optimization

problems to authentication flaws and licensing limita-

tions. Hudson accompanies each challenge with a short

description of known solutions for mitigating the issue

and gives examples of typical approaches currently

used in the industry.

As you get into this issue, remember that the API econ-

omy is a new phenomenon that is evolving at a fast

pace. Therefore, don’t take anything presented in these

articles as a strict rule or a certainty. Rather, use the

information provided here as general advice gained

from the experience of others and apply it in your own

context as you see fit. Even though all signs point to

the new API economy staying here for a long while,

only time can tell where it will lead us. After all,

unpredictability is an inherent feature of innovation.

To conclude, we would like to invite you to visit

www.apiwisdom.com, our API economy research

initiative, which includes an open API for analyzing

RESTful APIs.
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A lot of hype surrounds the API economy. Different

observers have promised a variety of potential benefits,

but which of these promises are true and which should

be taken with a grain of salt?

In this article, we take a look at some of the major

benefits allegedly produced by the API economy and

its key facets. We examine the claims various authors

have made and offer counterclaims and potentially

opposing views. Our goal is not to criticize or disprove

these claims, but to take a wider look at these issues

and to provide additional food for thought.

A NEW TYPE OF ECONOMY?

The “API economy” has become a popular buzzword

these days, but what does it actually mean? Are we

really witnessing a new type of economy?

Many authors make this claim or assume it to be so.

However, what are the new components that make it

a different type of economy compared to what we have

witnessed before?

Sure enough, we have new technological and social

trends, including Web APIs, mobile apps, Internet-

enabled devices, cloud computing, social networking,

and social commerce. We have a bunch of very diverse

and yet compatible API business models,1 ranging from

free to paid (either the developer paying or the devel-

oper getting paid) and indirect models (content acquisi-

tion, content syndication, etc.). The question is, though,

is that really enough to call it a new type of economy?

Perhaps we already have something similar now, or

had it before, albeit in a different context or with

different building blocks?

To examine this question, we need to understand

the different actors in the API economy and the main

interactions among them. Articles on the API economy

mostly focus on two types of actors: API providers

(businesses exposing APIs) and API consumers (busi-

nesses using or combining APIs exposed by others to

provide new services or products). However, there is

also a third player — the end users (direct customers of

the API consumers). It is also worth remembering that

these are not mutually exclusive; the same business can

play all three roles when it comes to different APIs.

So in the API economy, we have a model of three main

parties, but this in itself is nothing new. There are many

economic models that have the same number of key

players with the end user (customer) as one of the

actors. For example:

n Supplier – manufacturer – customer 

n Manufacturer – retail reseller – customer

n Subcontractor – service provider – customer

n Artist – agent – customer

n Developer – publisher – customer

How do these actors relate (or not) to API providers

and API consumers? Are there some significant differ-

ences that would warrant the label new type of economy?

Upon closer examination of the main interactions among

these actors (see Table 1), we can notice a couple of pat-

terns when it comes to the three-actor relationship:

n The first actor (i.e., supplier, subcontractor) does

not really see end users or care much about them. Its

real customer is the second actor (i.e., manufacturer,

service provider).

n The second actor (i.e., retail reseller, agent, publisher)

acts as a proxy to the customers for the first actor and

takes care of some specific area such as marketing,

requirements elicitation, or actual sales. In some mod-

els, the second actor (e.g., publisher) also gains partial

or full rights to the product made by the first actor.

Where does the “API provider – API consumer – 

customer” trio fit in? One could claim that it follows

the first pattern, in which API providers deliver goods

to API consumers and they, in turn, produce goods for

the end users. However, it gets a bit more complicated

than that.

On one side, consumers are indeed the direct customers

of API providers, and there are APIs (e.g., those provid-

ing utility services) that deliver building blocks that are

used by consumers but never reach the end users.

©2013 Cutter Information LLCCUTTER IT JOURNAL  September 20136
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On the other side, there are also APIs that fit neatly in

the second model; for example, a provider selling its

core products through APIs to markets not reachable

directly. Here API consumers act as resellers and simply

get a percentage of the sale.

Finally, there are plenty of APIs that are somewhere in

the middle or span both categories. There consumers

are still the direct customers and the end users are not

of great concern to the provider, but unlike suppliers

or subcontractors, the value of the exposed APIs is

not directed at the consumers themselves but at the

end users. 

This is the scenario where human innovation kicks in.

Providers have some products or services exposed

through APIs but have no idea how or in what shape

they will reach the end users. It is the consumers who

add a creative twist, enable a new way of usage, or

make a totally new product or service based on several

different APIs and deliver it to the customers.

What makes the API model unique compared to the

other models is that API providers are often operating

in a sort of black box when it comes to the end users,

and yet the latter determine the ultimate success or

failure of the API. Furthermore, it is not about creating

new APIs (think “new products”) as such, but about

exposing existing business assets (data, services, prod-

ucts, etc.). Therefore, the relationship with consumers

is not driven by requirements or demand (as in the case

of suppliers or subcontractors), at least not when it

comes to the APIs themselves. Providers expose what

they already have, and any tinkering or adaptation to

consumers comes only in the form in which the API is

exposed (technology, documentation, support, market-

ing strategy, business model, etc.).
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Table 1 — Comparing Actors of Similar Economic Models

Actor Interactions and Relation to Customers

Supplier Provides basic materials, goods, components, or services to goods 

manufacturer(s). In fact, manufacturers are the customers. Customers of 

manufacturers are not of direct concern.

Manufacturer A customer of supplier(s), dependent on their services to deliver its own goods. 

Sells goods to users.

Manufacturer Produces goods aimed at users but does not sell those goods directly. Instead it 

sells them to retail resellers. Needs of users of great concern; marketing is not.

Retail reseller Sells goods produced by manufacturers to users. Marketing is the main concern.

Subcontractor Performs certain tasks or provides specific services that are needed by the 

service provider to deliver its service. The requirements of the service provider 

are all that matter.

Service 

Provider

Outsources some of the activities needed to deliver its services 

to subcontractors. Delivers services to users. Needs of users are key.

Artist Produces creative goods for users. Often focused on creativity or the 

creative process itself and not the target audience. Uses the services of 

agent(s) to sell and market his or her goods.

Agent A bridge between artists and customers. Focuses on what is in demand by the 

audience and on marketing. Guides artist(s) toward the production of popular 

goods. Often sells the goods through additional actors (e.g., a record label).

Developer Develops products aimed at end users. Gives partial or full control 

to publisher(s) to market and sell those products to the customers.

Publisher Markets and sells products produced by developers to customers. Often gets 

partial or full control of the product rights and is frequently perceived by end 

users as the producer of the product.

Developer – Publisher – Customer

Supplier – Manufacturer – Customer

Manufacturer – Retail Reseller – Customer

Subcontractor – Service Provider – Customer

Artist – Agent – Customer
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Another unique aspect is the level of uncertainty. While

most APIs hold value for the end users, providers have

no real way of knowing how their APIs are going to be

used in the end. On the one hand, the success of the API

ultimately depends on its popularity with end users.

On the other hand, that uncertainty makes it difficult

for the providers to target the needs of those particular

users. This becomes the job of consumers. However,

API consumers generally have very little impact on

the providers and the content/purpose of the exposed

APIs. In the end, we have quite a peculiar situation

where the value of the APIs is aimed at the end users,

but it is delivered in creative ways by consumers with-

out real control of the content of the API.

So what is the bottom line? Well, it all depends on how

you decide to look at it. Our takeaway in this case is:

n Different APIs follow different economic models.

Some fit nicely in already known patterns, where

either the consumer is the main customer or the con-

sumer simply takes responsibility of some specific

activity, such as reselling of the provider’s goods.

Most APIs, however, are somewhere in between

(or rather span both patterns). Whether we call it a

totally new model or a new combination of existing

models is not really that relevant.

n The API economy relies heavily on human innovation

and, by definition, contains a great deal of uncertainty

and unpredictability for the API providers. On the flip

side, the cost of failure is generally so low and the

chances of achieving at least some business benefits

(even if not the ones initially anticipated) seems to be

so high that, for most businesses, embracing the API

economy should be a no-brainer.

HERE TO STAY?

How much of the API economy is hype and how much

is real? What are the odds that the API economy is not a

temporary phenomenon and will last a while? Can we

talk about a stable trend or is it just a transition phase?

To answer these questions, we need to look at the roots

of the API economy and what is happening right now.

The API economy is said to be the result of several key

components,2-5 namely:

n Web APIs

n The appearance and growth of mobile apps

n Cloud computing

n Social networks and social commerce

Conceptually, Web APIs are like classical APIs — typi-

cally a library or a framework written in a native pro-

gramming language (e.g., DirectX, jQuery). They serve

as an easy-to-use (relative to solving the task at hand

without the said API) interface to certain data, products,

or services (or functions, in the case of classical APIs).

From a technical view, Web APIs are no longer tied to

specific native programming languages and are typi-

cally implemented in a human-readable form using

REST-like HTTP calls that result in data in XML or

JSON format.6 They are similar to Web services, except

they don’t have formal contracts (such as WSDL). In

fact, Web APIs are often considered to be either a

generalization of Web services or their special case. 

Web APIs serve as building blocks that can be easily

combined to create new products and services in a fast

and inexpensive way. They are the key component that

has made the API economy technically possible.

However, Web APIs are just a tool, a means to an end.

The main reason why the API economy came to be was

the sudden demand for new software applications and

solutions caused by the rapid spread of mobile and

Internet-enabled devices. The appearance of mobile apps

coupled with the new mentality arising from social net-

works and social commerce was an especially significant

trigger that opened up new markets and changed the

expectations of end users and dictated their new needs.

Businesses that ventured into the newly born API econ-

omy soon discovered that Web APIs bring many more

potential benefits than mere crowdsourcing. New cus-

tomer markets, innovative solutions, and quick time to

market are just some of the examples. What we have

now is a totally new way for businesses to expand, gain

additional revenue, and promote their brand names at

relatively low cost — all by simply exposing some of

their business assets as APIs. Businesses can also make

use of the plentitude of APIs exposed by others to offer

new and creative solutions with low risk due to low

costs and fast time to market. This is what the API

economy is all about — at least at the moment. 

We are now at the stage where more and more new

solutions aimed at helping companies expose and man-

age their APIs are appearing.7 Big players, including

governments, are realizing the value of the API economy

and starting to make investments in this area.8-12 The

number of public APIs keeps growing rapidly (see

Figure 1), even though there is some slowdown this

year compared to the previous one (see Figure 2). Many

companies are already involved or plan to be involved

in the API economy in one way or another. For example,
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a recent survey by Layer7 Technologies found that 86.5%

of respondents will have an API program in place within

five years.13

Certain aspects of the API economy have seen some sig-

nificant progress, such as the variety of different API

business models. Other areas are still at a very imma-

ture state. Leaving technical issues (security, identity

management, dealing with large data sources, etc.)

aside, the API economy is yet lacking in standardization

and predictability (reproducibility) of results.

A critical factor in the success of APIs is the main-

tenance of healthy and productive relationships

with the API consumer base. Trust is the key here.

Unfortunately, trust is hard to establish and very easy

to lose. From a practical standpoint, trust is expressed

through business agreements between providers and

consumers, such as service-level agreements (SLAs),

licenses, and the like. At the moment, there are no stan-

dards in this area. While the current philosophy behind

the API economy is presumed to be one of openness,

freedom, innovation, and equal rights, API providers

can, in principle, significantly damage consumer busi-

nesses accidentally or on purpose by suddenly changing

SLAs or enforcing monopoly-building licenses. 

Right now, nothing really prevents an API provider

from having different business models or licenses with

different levels of restrictions and applying them on a

subjective basis (i.e., giving only restrictive licenses to

potential competitors or placing extremely high prices

on unrestricted API usage that could potentially damage

the provider’s monopoly). There is, however, a possibil-

ity that the market will regulate itself, and API providers

that blatantly abuse their power will be punished by the

sudden loss of consumer bases and reputation.

Another interesting point that is not yet clear is what

follows next. What is the future of the API economy?

What happens when both the provider and consumer

markets get saturated?

One likely result for providers will be a change in the

motivation for exposing APIs — from potential eco-

nomic benefits to the need to maintain competitiveness

in the market. In other words, an approach that once

showed great promise as a competitive differentiator

might simply become a necessary way to survive.

From the perspective of API consumers, market satura-

tion will mean that new ideas (innovations) will be much

more difficult to come up with; the obvious ones will

already have been implemented by someone else. There

will always be room for something new, but the creative

effort and amount of luck required will be much higher.

Of course, this is just one possibility. That’s the exciting

part of a new economy — we never know where it will

take us in the end. What is clear, however, is that now is

the time to delve into the API economy if you haven’t

done so already.

DRIVING INNOVATION?

One of the major positive aspects of the new economy

is said to be innovation.14-17 Industry observers generally

claim that innovation is enabled and encouraged by the

very nature of the API economy. But is this really so?

What kind of innovation are we actually talking about

here?

The premise for this claim is that API providers expose

APIs that are (relatively) free to be used in any way that

API consumers deem to be meaningful. As such, there

are a multitude of combinations of different APIs and

even more usage scenarios. APIs become basic building

blocks, and the end result is limited only by consumer

creativity. So human innovation in this context consists

of creatively combining APIs and applying them to

various scenarios.
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Figure 1 — API growth rate.
(Adapted from www.programmableweb.com.)

Figure 2 — API growth comparison in years 2012 and 2013.
(Adapted from www.programmableweb.com.)
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Of course, one can argue that this is “fake” innovation.

Yes, there is a large sandbox that consumers can play

in, but in the end it is still a sandbox. Consumers are

constrained by the available APIs and cannot “invent”

something that would go beyond those limits. While

such sandbox creativity may give inspiration and birth

to ideas that go beyond APIs and the API economy,

being in a sandbox can also cloud our vision of what

lies behind the borders of our playing field. We might

struggle to anticipate something that is totally different

from what we are used to.

Whichever outlook you prefer, it would probably be more

correct to say that the API economy drives human creativ-

ity as opposed to real innovation (as in breakthroughs).

LEVELING THE PLAYING FIELD?

Another positive aspect commonly attributed to the API

economy is that it acts as a leveling factor,18, 19 giving

similar business opportunities to companies of different

sizes and types.

In some respects, that does appear to be true. In particu-

lar, one of the key benefits of the API economy is the

reduction in costs and time, both in terms of production

and time to market. Furthermore, this works both

ways. API providers can expose their core business APIs,

thereby allowing API consumers to supply different soft-

ware solutions demanded by end users; API consumers,

on the other hand, can make use of various exposed APIs

to provide new products and services in an efficient and

quick manner. In both cases, the costs and time required

to produce these solutions are often reduced to extremely

small amounts compared to development from scratch,

so businesses are able to try different creative approaches

with very low risk (i.e., low cost of failure). The power of

the API economy is that the effort of bringing new ideas

to fruition becomes so low that it is available to any

player, including newly formed startups. 

This does not imply, however, that every business starts

on the same footing in the API economy or has the same

chances of success. When it comes to API consumers,

the situation is perhaps more even. The same cannot

be said for API providers. The size and reputation of

the business can be a huge factor in the success of its

exposed APIs. Think of an API exposed by a giant

like Google or Facebook versus one exposed by some

unknown startup. Which API is going to have wider

market appeal?

In the case of industry giants, the marketing of new

APIs can almost be left to itself. Startups, in contrast,

have to have a good, clear marketing strategy (and

possibly a great deal of sheer luck). Furthermore, indus-

try giants have much more room to enforce stricter

licenses, SLAs, and less beneficial (to the consumer)

business models.

To sum up, the API economy does level the playing

field somewhat when it comes to business possibilities

and opportunities, but big players still have significant

advantages.

FINAL THOUGHTS

It is up to the reader, of course, to draw his or her own

conclusions from a “devil’s advocate” article like this

one. The whole point is to trigger new thoughts in

the reader’s mind through an “on the one hand/

on the other hand” debate.

While we acknowledge the open-ended nature of this

kind of article, we would like to conclude by highlight-

ing two particularly intriguing aspects that we see in

the API economy:

1. As one of the authors (Israel Gat) has pointed out

previously,20 by enabling programmatic access from

the outside to your company’s APIs, you can share

and leverage the information assets your company

has accumulated over the years. Doing so enables

your company to launch new lines of business that

amplify, augment, and quite possibly outperform the

business your company has traditionally pursued.

2. John Hagel III, John Seely Brown, and Lang Davison

of Deloitte LLP’s Center for Edge Innovation21 have

highlighted the great importance of shaping plat-

forms in an era characterized by constant change. In

our humble opinion, following the principles of the

API economy is a highly effective approach to creat-

ing, joining, and shaping platforms. Doing so har-

nesses today’s technologies to tomorrow’s business

designs in the service of your company.

Any economy, of course, is subject to rise and fall over

time. The API economy clearly has the potential to rise

as a rocket. When, under what conditions, and how it

might eventually fall is a subject we will explore in a

forthcoming Cutter article.
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MANAGING DIGITAL ASSETS

Digital assets are becoming the value-carrying

resources that underlie much of today’s economic

activity. Increasingly, businesses depend on the ability

to produce, manage, trade, and, perhaps most problem-

atically, destroy digital artifacts (software and data)

as key components of commercial functionality and

profitability. Because these assets exist entirely within

computer systems that are interconnected via networks,

new techniques for managing them, such as Hadoop,

cloud computing,1 DevOps, and NoSQL, continue to

proliferate. At the same time, previously successful

software and IT approaches (e.g., service-oriented

architecture, Web services, and machine virtualization)

are enjoying a renaissance of utility.

Providing software and data as a service — that is,

enabling immediate, authenticated, and scalable net-

worked access to digital assets — is critical to the suc-

cess of any commercial enterprise that possesses them.

To facilitate this access, asset owners export assets via

an API that both defines and controls what operations

can be performed on each asset, by whom, and under

what conditions. 

APIs also decouple the implementation of this access

functionality from the technologies that are used to

manage and store the assets. That is to say, while the

assets may remain the same, the technologies used to

serve and implement them can change, particularly as

technological advances reduce implementation costs.

APIs must preserve user access to the assets when this

occurs. Thus, the lifecycle of the API follows the lifecycle

of its assets and not the lifecycle of the surrounding tech-

nologies, which typically change at a more rapid pace.

Finally, APIs in the modern digital economy must

provide standardized network-facing access so that

the widest possible variety of applications and devices

can access their digital assets. They must also support

availability guarantees and fault management strategies

associated with the assets and the implementing tech-

nologies. It is the combination of standardized, con-

tinuously available, networked access that enables a

digitally based business to scale.

Thus, APIs provide three functions that are critical for

the management of digital assets and artifacts. Namely,

they:

1. Implement control over the assets, both in terms of

operations and access control

2. Protect the asset lifecycle from technological changes

driven by economics

3. Enable scale through standardized, networked

connectivity and fault management

Because of these functions, the implementation and

management of APIs can be more important than either

the digital assets or the technologies that underlie them.

For example, consider a company that specializes in

website analytics. A change from a NoSQL database to

an object store as the implementing technology should

be possible without disrupting the business. Thus, the

API for the analytics must remain stable while the tech-

nologies change. Similarly, the analytics data itself may

be changing from day to day. The API for accessing

the current data must remain constant, stable, and

functional, though, or business will be interrupted.

Despite the primacy of APIs in the new digital economy,

however, little technology has yet been developed to

implement API governance — combined policy, imple-

mentation, and deployment control — in a commercial

context. Good technologies exist for managing digital

assets and for developing both hardware and software

necessary to implement digital assets (including the

necessary APIs). A few technologies2, 3 are emerging for

packaging and cataloging APIs. Yet technologies for

providing stewardship of APIs through all phases of

governance are rare.

INTRODUCING APPSCALE

In this article, we describe a strategy for implementing

API governance using AppScale, a distributed software

platform for managing, unifying, delivering, and com-

posing APIs in a commercial setting. AppScale imple-

ments a set of core services that are specifically designed

to implement high-level APIs in a consistent, unified
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way. Using such a platform to implement APIs for

commercial digital assets offers several advantages

with respect to API governance. In addition to the

typical API management features (cataloging, search,

deployment support, etc.), AppScale focuses on the

following capabilities:

n Change control. When API changes are necessary,

AppScale restricts how they are implemented so as

to control the impact of change on API consumers.

If changes need to be rolled back, AppScale returns

to previous functionality consistently and completely.

It enables this via API usage tracking, versioning, and

compatibility checking and enforcement.

n Consistent policy implementation. Policies governing

the use of digital assets and/or their APIs are imple-

mented consistently across the platform regardless of

the constituent technologies that are used to imple-

ment the assets themselves. Administrators specify

asset properties via a single portal for access control,

service levels, lifecycle, backup, and failover, which

the platform applies consistently across all assets.

n Implementation portability. API implementation is

decoupled from the implementation of the digital

assets. As technologies evolve or, more problemati-

cally, devolve when they sunset, AppScale maintains

API integrity by providing an intermediate abstrac-

tion layer that allows the implementations to change

without impacting API consumers.

n Monitoring and auditing. As a platform, AppScale

provides a unified fabric for monitoring and auditing

API activity. By doing so, AppScale allows enter-

prises to gather and analyze data in the same way

from digital assets that use different implementation

strategies and technologies.

AppScale provides these capabilities as part of a freely

available and extensible distributed open source plat-

form. As such, AppScale can be used by enterprises for

API governance and application deployment without

vendor lock-in. We next describe API governance in

greater detail and discuss how the AppScale design

facilitates such use.

UNIFYING API GOVERNANCE

Increasingly, enterprise applications are taking the form

of network-accessible services that export well-defined

and access-controlled interfaces. As a result, the devel-

opment process includes:

n API development — the process of designing and

coding the software components responsible for

implementing the interface 

n Service development — the process of implementing

the application logic

n Deployment configuration — the process (often

coded as scripts) of coordinating the initiation of all

application components when the application is run

Thus the term “application” in this context refers to

three separate but interrelated sets of programs that

implement the API, service, and deployment.

This decomposition allows the service implementation

and deployment components to change while the API

remains the same. In this way, application users maintain

consistent, unchanging access to digital assets while the

service implementations and underlying infrastructure

evolve in response to advances in technology. 

As a result of this modularity, the lifecycle for APIs is

significantly longer than that of service or deployment

implementations. Moreover, from a user perspective,

APIs implement policy. Access controls, SLA specifi-

cation and/or negotiation, fault and error response,

and so forth are all presented to users through APIs.

Changes to these policies are usually global and long-

lived, making their correct implementation critical to

the scalable usage of digital assets.

For these reasons, in addition to standard management

functions such as installation support, software patch-

ing and upgrade, and software dependency resolution,

APIs require the implementation of governance — the

policies and auditing functions necessary to protect

the integrity of the APIs in a unified way. A unified

approach to API governance is key to managing appli-

cations at scale since the applications and the digital

assets they manage are likely to be developed by differ-

ent entities in a large organization. Indeed, DevOps (an

organizational approach that combines development

and IT operations) is designed specifically to promote

scalable and Agile application development by inde-

pendent suborganizations. Without unified API gover-

nance, however, the scale that this new methodology

engenders can lead to a proliferation of incompatible

interfaces and wasted or duplicated development effort.

Using a Platform to Ensure Consistency

To ensure consistent control over the APIs in an enter-

prise, our approach is to build the necessary control

functionality into a complete platform that spans all
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resources and assets. The platform is unique in that it is

designed end-to-end so that it monitors, manages, and

protects all APIs under its purview in the same way,

regardless of the infrastructure or digital assets

involved. 

Using such a platform, enterprise management is

assured that policies governing APIs are implemented

globally in a consistent way. This consistency of gover-

nance permits independent application development

and operation by preventing the possibility that APIs

will become suddenly incompatible due to changes or

innovation. 

A PLATFORM FOR UNIFIED GOVERNANCE, DEPLOYMENT,
AND MANAGEMENT OF APIs

The AppScale platform4 is a freely available, open

source runtime system for Web, cloud, and mobile

applications and the services they use for their imple-

mentation. AppScale implements a set of core functions

that enable consistent management of the APIs that

export access to these services, across the applications

and digital assets it hosts. These functions include

support for:

n Plug-in integration — a set of abstractions interposed

between APIs and platform service implementations

that facilitate independent and isolated service

management

n Configuration — a service that all applications use

to specify and access their respective configuration

information in a consistent way

n Deployment — a service that invokes and decom-

missions APIs and service implementations under

administrator control

n Elasticity and autoscaling — automatic resource

allocation and application scaling according to an

external policy, observed runtime load characteristics,

and service failures 

n Auditing and monitoring — consistent provenance

for the APIs, service implementations, and digital

assets managed by the platform

The AppScale platform combines these functions

within a distributed system that is packaged as a

virtual machine (VM) image. Platform administrators

deploy AppScale via a toolset that constructs the plat-

form as a collection of VM instances over any cluster

system that supports virtualization, including public

and private cloud infrastructures as well as on-premises

and managed data centers. The combination of unified

automated services for managing APIs separately

from service implementations, the scale realized by

AppScale’s distributed architecture, and its portability

across scalable data center technologies make it an ideal

engine for implementing API governance. 

Example: API Governance and Google App Engine

To illustrate how AppScale implements governance, we

now describe its support for Google App Engine (GAE).

In particular, AppScale exports (mirrors) the publically

available APIs of GAE so that developers can deploy

any GAE application either on the GAE platform

over Google’s resources or on the AppScale platform

on-premises, without modifying their applications.

To enable this, AppScale leverages plug-in integration

to link each API to an open source implementation of

each service. Between each API-service pair, AppScale

implements a software abstraction that maps API calls

to the interface of the service implementation. 

To allow the technologies that implement the APIs

to change as business or engineering needs warrant,

AppScale plugs in multiple competitive alternatives for

each service so that enterprises can compare/contrast

them and choose the technologies that the local IT

organization wishes to exploit, without impacting the

digital assets they deliver. If, for example, an enterprise

DevOps team uses the Apache Cassandra NoSQL data

store, AppScale implements the GAE abstractions using

Cassandra as a back end and the GAE API code as a

front end. With AppScale, the applications no longer

dictate the underlying technologies that must be used,

allowing the IT organization to govern its infrastructure

without concern for application modification. Further,

if the team decides to adopt a different storage infra-

structure, AppScale simply plugs in the new technology

without changing the APIs the applications use to

access it.

Because the API code and back-end software tech-

nologies are integrated by the distributed AppScale
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platform, they can be instrumented and monitored in a

uniform way. If one or more of the software modules

is/are modified, AppScale can track and report on

these modifications. AppScale also supports automatic

deployment of these technologies so that new code is

introduced in a controlled manner and can be rolled

out or rolled back in a way that is both auditable and

scalable.

Since AppScale itself is portable to a variety of public

cloud and on-premises software environments, it is

possible to run AppScale in Google Compute Engine

(GCE), Amazon’s AWS, and Eucalyptus.5 GAE applica-

tions then migrate between GAE, AppScale over GCE,

AppScale over AWS, and AppScale on-premises over

Eucalyptus. This deployment portability using a single,

consistent platform allows IT to develop a wide variety

of disaster recovery and cost management policies

without the need to modify the applications.

Finally, APIs do need to change from time to time.

However, it is often necessary to support applications

that use the “old” API as a legacy. Because AppScale

runs under the control of IT or DevOps, it will run

whatever version of the API the local organization

requires. Thus the organization controls the lifecycle of

the APIs it uses through its business logic and not the

lifecycle determined by a third-party service provider.

USE CASES

We next describe two common use cases that examine

key aspects of platform-based API governance using

AppScale: uniform policy implementation and imple-

mentation portability. Both cases rely heavily upon

monitoring and decoupling of digital asset access via

APIs from the software technologies that facilitate their

delivery.

n Uniform policy implementation. Platform adminis-

trators can use AppScale to specify a set of policies

to enforce across assets. Our most common use case

employs this feature to provide uniform backup of

data assets and automatic failover for the services

that implement them. Administrators can specify a

range of properties for data assets, including how

many redundant copies to store, where to store them

(locally, remotely, in any number of different public

or private cloud systems, etc.), and the type of consis-

tency that should be employed across copies. For exe-

cuting services, administrators identify those that are

fault tolerant and specify properties such as failover

target(s) (i.e., what alternative implementations to use

when a failure occurs).

n Implementation portability. AppScale can be used

to enable businesses to avoid lock-in — the overhead

associated with rewriting software in order to use

alternatives to constituent software components. The

implementation portability of the AppScale platform

precludes lock-in in two ways. First, since the plat-

form executes on a wide variety of deployment tar-

gets (public, private, and managed clouds, clusters,

and data centers), AppScale brings cross-cloud porta-

bility to applications and services that execute over it.

Second, because AppScale decouples APIs and assets

from the technology that facilitates their export,

administrators can easily employ different alterna-

tives — without changing the API, the application

code that uses the API, or the underlying digital

assets — by selecting between them during platform

deployment. 

AppScale significantly simplifies API governance for

these two use cases by managing the complex distrib-

uted technologies that underlie important enterprise

digital asset functions and features (fault tolerance and

disaster recovery) and by allowing implementation

technologies to change without impacting asset access

(precluding lock-in).6-8 Moreover, AppScale provides

users with a uniform way of specifying, monitoring,

and customizing this functionality across assets so that

developers can focus on innovation and digitally based

businesses can scale their digital asset offerings.

CONCLUSION

APIs have emerged as a key component of the modern

digital economy. The reason for this is that they provide

access to software and data in a standardized way that

is easily consumed by humans and software over a net-

work. The aspects of APIs that are critical for their suc-

cessful use by enterprises include standardized access

control, protection of asset lifecycles against technological

changes in their implementation ecosystem, and uniform

operations and management for platform-wide features

such as elasticity, availability, and fault tolerance.

Advanced cloud platforms can facilitate API gover-

nance by decoupling digital assets and their APIs from

the technologies used to deliver them. The abstraction

layer that enables this decoupling allows the creation of

software systems that implement a set of core services

that can be reused across a wide range of digital assets.

AppScale is one such distributed software platform for

managing, unifying, delivering, and composing APIs

in a commercial setting. Additional information on the

open source AppScale cloud platform can be found at

www.appscale.com.
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Data feeds and APIs have been key elements of the

commerce and retail business chain almost since the

start of the commercial Internet. In most cases, they

have been used to run affiliate ads or to generate a

secondary revenue stream through the provision of

white-label services for partner companies (i.e., services

provided by one company but given the look and feel

of another company’s website). But what is the oppor-

tunity of an API-centric approach for traditional compa-

nies — the so-called “digital immigrants”? Does it help

them cope with the challenges of the digital market-

place, and does it make it possible for them to gain a

bigger share of the digital growth? Why is this a better

way to manage the risk of digital investment?

DIGITAL IMMIGRANTS HAVE PROBLEMS 
PARTICIPATING IN FAST GROWTH

Most digital immigrants coming into the online busi-

ness world use a modification of their business model

from the physical world. That way the new venture is

just an extension of their existing business and can be

financed from operating profit. But this approach may

lead to poor profit performance and a lot of inefficiency;

furthermore, it may not allow companies to take full

advantage of innovative market opportunities.1 Typical

advantages of the Internet, such as network effects and

global presence, are rarely exploited.

In the physical world, the organization and presenta-

tion of the store make up a major part of a retailer’s suc-

cess. Maybe this explains why, when going digital, so

many companies focus on the implementation of their

Web storefront.2 But the merchant’s website is the last

step of a long customer journey, and it contributes little

to a sales conversion. The factors that contribute most to

sales are marketing campaigns and traffic acquisition

from Web content publishers. So it’s all about figuring

out complex marketing ecosystems such as search/

affiliation/performance-based advertising and finding

a way to the desired ROI. 

In this field, aggregators and pure players like eBay

or Amazon dominate the market. Therefore many com-

panies believe they need to implement an integrative

digital approach with extensive optimizations of all rel-

evant marketing channels and aspects of the customer

relationship. According to board-level observers, omni-

channel retail represents “a revolutionary change which

will profoundly alter the future of retail, and require

significant reengineering of the retail business operat-

ing model.”3 Yet this “mantra” of optimization — as

Alexander Graf from German e-commerce consultancy

Etribes explains — is expensive and takes a long time

to implement. If such an approach does not reach the

highest possible level in terms of conversion rates and

other important commerce KPIs for some companies, it

may become a dead end. And even those who are able

to make it work are in danger of neglecting alternative

business models with higher growth potential.4

Internet startups, in contrast, form their business around

the idea of providing new customer experiences — an

approach that enables them to discover and make use

of emerging trends (something traditional companies

often do quite poorly). Following the principle of serv-

ing customer desires, the commerce experience increas-

ingly takes place by embedding product data into

non-commerce websites and apps. Examples described

by e-commerce strategy consultant Jasper Bell include

referrers such as Polyvore, Svpply, and Pinterest, which

“have affected [sic] a massive swing toward product-

pinning and scrapbooking.”5 In this way, merchants can

influence the customer’s journey early on, when he is

still looking for orientation rather than actively investi-

gating products. This might even create impulse buying

opportunities for direct transactions. 

Advertising campaigns, in contrast, are more successful

with the “last click” than in influencing customers in

the early stages of the decision-making process.6 This is

because the publishers involved early on, such as blogs

and magazines, don’t earn enough money from transac-

tional advertising. Although they do an important job

by providing content that users need to make their deci-

sion about a product, the last click before they conduct

the transaction rarely happens on the publishers’ sites.

Instead it takes place on a limited number of specialized

sites with price comparisons or discount offers. And

even if those publishers that do the early work were
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to get an equal portion of the reward that merchants

pay for a successful sale, the user’s journey would be

basically the same; she would execute the transaction

for the lowest price or for the highest discount. The

opportunity to let the customer spend her money more

conveniently has been missed. Retailers and brands

should try to reach the customer in a different context.

For instance, someone might feel ready to spend more

money in a social media environment or when they are

able to pick up the product locally. 

Relying on advertising campaigns alone can create a

price-dumping environment that most commerce com-

panies should avoid. Creating convenient customer

experiences leads to a higher value perception of prod-

ucts and, according to SV Angel founder David Lee, it

should be regarded as the key for operating leverage in

commerce.7 Right now we are seeing a great variety of

new commercial models. Some of these models — and

the assets they make available through APIs — are as

follows:

n Subscription commerce. Services and products can

be provided on a subscription basis, such as monthly

shipments of artisan foods or baby products. Assets

exposed: all functionalities needed to enable customers

to perform a transaction.

n Social commerce. Social commerce involves the use

of social network(s) to facilitate the online purchase

or sale of products and services. Assets exposed: mech-

anisms for connecting products and services to social

content (e.g., recommendations and referrals).

n Location-based commerce. When a consumer enters

a certain location, he receives information on his

mobile phone about products and services available

in that area. Assets exposed: local product catalog,

geographical information about the nearest store.

n In-app purchases. Widely known from game apps

that allow users to pay for extra features during play,

this mechanism can be applied to other sorts of apps.

Assets exposed: product recommendations, connection

to the payment system of the app marketplace.

n Shoppertainment. Merchants try to engage cus-

tomers through entertaining retail experiences, such

as the digital showrooms of car manufacturers.

Assets exposed: video and rich media content.

n Collaborative consumption. Wikipedia describes this

as a C2C-based model “in which participants share

access to products or services.” One example is the

peer-to-peer accommodations service, Airbnb. Assets

exposed: user profiles, payment function.

Statistics from Germany show that the online market

share of pure digital merchants is growing, while that

of traditional players is declining despite continual

investments.8 So those who want to be in the online

commerce fast lane should go the way of innovation

and better adaptation to customer desires.

ADVANTAGES OF AN API-CENTRIC ARCHITECTURE

An API platform connects organizations, developers,

and users. Partners use API-provided content and func-

tionalities to develop their own websites, apps, and/or

tools. Based on that, users identify and share popular

services. This kind of connected architecture enables

companies to touch base with users on a variety of

websites, apps, and devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets,

Xbox). It is more than just submitting a product catalog

to another system in order to acquire traffic from it.

The API principle is user-centric and works by letting

customers discover commerce content within the apps

and things they want to use. An API architecture is a

forward-thinking design suited for offering great cus-

tomer experiences.

Content and services are the digital assets and the core

of any business. Relationships from “node to node”

mean that partners co-create a service, and each partner

does what it does best while thinking of and planning

for the resulting value chain. So a retailer or manufac-

turer takes care of its data and tries to enable different

use cases that ultimately serve customer desires.

An API-centric business can be a lever for innovation.

A broad portfolio of partner services and the company’s

own existing services opens many fields of experimen-

tation. Such an environment causes a significant

increase in the R&D speed, which in turn drives the

costs of experimentation down. An API provider can

achieve a high degree of innovation while being freed

from managing highly fluid app development

lifecycles.9

Other resulting effects of an API-centric architecture are:

n New fields of growth. Certain partners might arise as

sources for large numbers of transactions. This effect

is known, for example, in the micro cosmos of price

comparison engines when they started to provide

some websites with data that had previously been

arbitraging only eBay product content. With addi-

tional product results, these arbitragers have been

enabled to place bids on Google Adwords that are

more profitable than before, and so they generate

high traffic volumes.10
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n Reaching new international or global customers.

Unlike physical products, content and functionality

are not limited to geography. A retailer, for example,

might develop a catalog framework with smart fea-

tures such as filtering options that exactly fit the

product segment. Now this company might provide

local retailers with the catalog system. These partners

take over the physical distribution of products in each

market, and they pay a small revenue share in return

for the service. In this way, a business can expand to

new markets rapidly without shipping the products

itself (although it may take over the physical distribu-

tion of products later). 

n Getting into local commerce. Enabling customers to

go from digital to physical retail or vice versa makes

existing physical infrastructure a competitive advan-

tage (bricks and clicks business models).11

n Independence from big channels. More innovative

positioning and new fields of growth make the con-

ventional channels in which big aggregators set the

rules less important. This allows companies to skip

some of the poor-performing campaigns for certain

products that they previously paid for just to achieve

critical volumes.

An API-centric approach allows a company to separate

its back end from front-end operations. Also, self-

operated media properties and partner media proper-

ties can be managed in distinct ways. This separate

viewing brings increased internal flexibility. A company

might decide, for instance, to develop its own apps for

some devices and allow third parties to develop apps

for other devices as they want to. With more partners, it

becomes easy to shift the focus to successful use cases,

which makes back-end development more agile.

API GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

According to e-commerce software provider Elasticpath,

more than 250 shopping or payment APIs are currently

available to developers. They are exposing “core content

and commerce functions — such as customer informa-

tion, merchandising systems, order history, search tools,

and product catalogs.”12

Companies can take on the role of API provider, con-

sumer, or both. It depends what use cases can be associ-

ated with the existing digital or physical assets and what

kind of customer experiences companies want to create.

APIs for Direct Transactions

For many years, merchants have provided their product

data to aggregators and affiliate networks. While price

comparison engines just link to the merchant website,

on eBay and Amazon a merchant doesn’t even need

a store front end. Their APIs connect directly to the

merchant’s commerce system and update related infor-

mation automatically. In this case, a merchant is just

trading with raw data. The problem is that aggregators

and networks address the last stage of the customer

journey, so merchants may end up paying advertising

fees for very low margins. 

However, brands and manufacturers could act as mer-

chants directly on eBay and Amazon. In this way, they

can establish direct customer relationships (e.g., in new

countries without investing in their own websites and

related marketing efforts). 

Providing content and functionality to developers leads

to greater exposure in content sites and apps. This expo-

sure will especially increase value to the merchant if it

acts as an influencing mechanism early in the customer

journey. The case of the German website PC-Welt shows

how implementing price comparison results in context

with professional product reviews supports the deci-

sion of the customer in her subsequent journey.13 This

approach greatly influences what product the customer

will buy and which source she will buy it from. At

present, the conventional ad business model does not

reward content publishers appropriately. An API-centric

approach offers brands and merchants the ability to pro-

vide content and rich functionality to those websites and

more appropriate methods with which to reward them.

As an example of rich functionality, the Spreadshirt API

provides developers with T-shirt design features that

allow users to customize T-shirts on a blog or inside an

app and then purchase it from Spreadshirt.14 Developers

can pre-design T-shirts in the context of their website or

app, which adds important value to the user experience.

Distribute Core Functionalities Internally

A multidevice approach can lead to a lot of complexity

if a service must be developed for each device sepa-

rately. The iPad app might not provide the same user

experience as the native app on a PC and so on. As users

increasingly expect the same quality standards on all

devices, it becomes necessary to harmonize the develop-

ment of all projects. Otherwise frustrated users generate

higher customer service costs and churn. A central API

makes sure that core functionalities are provided to all

devices, a key to achieving customer satisfaction.
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Integrate External Data and Functionalities
for Enhancement

Some commerce players might stand on the threshold

of becoming a feed aggregator by providing a market-

place API that allows other merchants to integrate their

product catalog. In this way, Zalando — a German

merchant that started as a copy of Zappos — quickly

increased the number of products offered on its website,

especially in new categories.15 Now the company can

better exploit its marketing power and existing traffic

on its site.

Using the Pinterest API, a website can enable users

to pin pictures from it, which then appear in the social

network. Early experiences show that this way of

spreading data into social media might arise as a

new source for transactions for fashion commerce.16

The rule is that changing the customer experience

requires more or less adaptation of the business model.

A company might add new data to its API and enhance

the existing range of its product catalog or just pass that

data to partners. An interesting field is the implemen-

tation of payment options and virtual currencies.

Functionalities of reward programs can be matched to

product inventory so that users can choose to pay with

earned bonus points — as, for example, the partnership

of Best Buy and Citibank shows. Customers can use a

mobile app to earn Citibank rewards and spend them

on Best Buy products.17

Connect to Real-World Services 

Walgreens has launched a project that is typical of how

access to existing physical infrastructure can be lever-

aged by third parties. The “Quick Prints” API can pro-

vide functionality to a whole range of use cases such as

apps for cameras, photo editing, funny greetings, and

many more. Customers can order pictures directly from

the app and pick them up at the nearest Walgreens

retail location. The drugstore profits from revenue

shares and cross-selling within the physical store.18

Adapting to a new business model may result in role

changes, such as moving from trade to commerce, from

retail to rich functionality, or from manufacturing to

retail. Using the advantages of physical infrastructure

might be one of the biggest opportunities to consider.

The focus of using APIs should largely be on creating

customer experiences and satisfaction rather than on

marketing campaigns. 

MANAGING THE RISK OF DIGITAL BUSINESS

As the need for investments in digital units and legacy

system upgrades rises, spending on marketing and

digital hires increases — after all, a failure of the digital

activities might cause severe damage to the business as

a whole. Distribution from an open platform can reduce

risk through diversification. If a company’s own media

properties (e.g., apps, websites) fail, other revenue

streams can still flow and later compensate for the lost

properties. 

However, the company that is exposing its APIs must

try to ensure that it reaches a high number of third

parties and distributes traffic equally. A portfolio that

consists of few dominant key partners is in danger of

yielding declining revenue shares because the partners

will use their negotiation power to lower their pay-

ments to the API provider unless the provider offers

other benefits. A portfolio that consists of a few domi-

nant key partners is in danger of declining revenue

shares because the partners will use their negotiation

power unless the API provider offers other benefits. In

the opposite case of many long tail partners, the cost for

the relationship in terms of acquisition, administration,

and billing might become too high. If a company goes

global, support requirements for languages and pay-

ment types can cause a lot of problems. Two of the most

serious problems of working with many third parties is

the difficulty in predicting business volumes and the

provider’s lack of influence on the decisions of the part-

ner. It can take a long time before partners connect and

go live with a service, and traffic may not really ramp

up sufficiently. 

From an API-centric perspective, product management

and development take place on a API platform level. A

company’s own websites and apps can be seen as sepa-

rate projects with dedicated designers and marketing

specialists. In the case of failure, there is often a danger

of team disintegration. Important talent moves on, so

it might become hard to recover from a crisis. With an

API-centric approach, the platform team remains intact,

and the know-how stays in the organization. Also, the

brand can continue to exist for the digital customer.

CONCLUSION

Having already dived deep into digital marketing,

it may now be the right time for retailers and manu-

facturers to reassess their business for further growth

capabilities and investment risk. The most successful

Internet companies are based on innovative models,

so it just makes sense to find ways of participating
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as much as possible in new fields of innovation. By

constantly discovering new sites, apps, and ways of

communicating, users decide which models are suc-

cessful. The API-centric approach allows companies to

distribute their digital assets in a widespread way and

encourage developers and partners to create a diversity

of models, some of which will doubtless become popu-

lar. In this way, the business grows with high speed.

This approach allows digital immigrants to keep pace

with rapid innovations and change their role to enablers

of great customer experiences. The risk of innovation

remains, but diversification allows companies to man-

age it. A well-managed value network might even

offset the suboptimal performance of a company’s own

websites and apps and thus offer an escape from the

conventional mantra of optimization.
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We are currently witnessing the rise of a new economy

— the API economy — in which businesses are able to

gain significant business value by exposing (parts of)

their business assets as APIs. It is a new phenomenon

that enables innovation by third parties and levels the

playing field for businesses of different sizes and

degrees of influence. It allows new products and ser-

vices to be delivered in extremely short time frames and

companies to reach markets and users that would nor-

mally be too costly or impossible to tap into otherwise.

API economy. An economy in which companies expose
their (internal) business assets or services in the form of
(Web) APIs to third parties with the goal of unlocking
additional business value.

As much as the API economy is exciting and promising,

it is also full of unknown and uncertain factors. We do

not yet have a clear methodology for reliably achieving

its promises and potential benefits. Simply exposing

an API does not guarantee positive results. We need

an effective way of getting the best out of the new

economy.

There are already a number of API management plat-

forms out there,1 but it will likely take some time for

a mature and experience-proven methodology or

framework to appear. However, we do not need to start

from scratch. We can take as a basis an existing indus-

try best practices framework such as ITIL (Information

Technology Infrastructure Library),2 which is a widely

used framework for IT service management and covers

the whole lifecycle of a service. It has a strong focus on

business value and on alignment with business strategy

and business objectives. In fact, if you replace the

notion of service in ITIL with the notion of API in the

API economy, you will find that the framework fits

remarkably well with the management of APIs.

API. A software interface that exposes certain business
assets to other parties (systems and/or people).

This application is not totally straightforward, though.

The API economy has its own particularities and

specifics that we will want to take into account.

In this article, we propose an adaptation of the ITIL

framework to suit APIs. Whenever possible, we make

use of information from and experiences of businesses

that are already taking part in the API economy. The

methodology we describe here corresponds to the ser-

vice strategy process of ITIL and should not be taken

as a set of mandatory rules. Instead, we look at it as a

practical starting point for businesses that want to

expose their business assets as APIs.

ADAPTING ITIL TO API MANAGEMENT: 
THE SERVICE STRATEGY PROCESS

The service strategy process in ITIL includes five

activities: 

1. Strategy Management 

2. Service Portfolio Management 

3. Financial Management 

4. Demand Management 

5. Business Relationship Management 

Overall, all of them fit nicely within the context of API

management. The key difference, however, is that ITIL

takes the business side as a sort of “black box” input

and makes no judgment on how good or fitting the

supplied business goals and strategy are. Its purpose

is to deliver IT services that are optimized to the given

business needs, whatever they may be. But in the case

of API management, business aspects are an integral

and critical part, and we have to consider them in our

methodology. In this regard, we start from a higher

level (i.e., business layer) than ITIL does.

API STRATEGY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY

Step 1 — Define API Business Goals

As in ITIL, we want to use existing business strategy as

a general guideline. We also need to come up with a

business strategy specific to our API(s). The first step in

doing that is to identify API business goals. (See sidebar

“Sample Scenario: Business Goals → Business Cases →
APIs.”)
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“Business case” is quite an abstract term and in practice might

refer to very different things in terms of level of detail and formal

structure. In this context, the important part is the purpose of

business cases: to come up with business scenarios that are

likely to result in the accomplishment of the desired business

goals through the exposure of selected APIs. 

Let’s say the business in question is a professional sports club

that is neither among the top clubs nor very popular in its

geographical area. Its main source of revenue comes from

sponsors/advertising. A smaller part comes from ticket and

merchandising sales.

BUSINESS GOALS

The club decides to see if the API economy can help it grow.

The management takes a top-down approach and starts with

the following three business goals:

n (G1) Grow fan base

n (G2) Make existing fan base more active and involved in

terms of attending games and purchasing merchandise

n (G3) Expand brand name visibility outside the fan base

ASSETS

After exploring the local market and business environment, the

club’s management looks at what could be exposed as APIs and

how those APIs could lead to the accomplishment of business

goals. The identified assets include:

n (A1) Games (main product of the business)

n (A2) Merchandising (secondary product)

n (A3) Game results and various statistics, such as play-by-play

and individual player metrics (available data)

n (A4) Expert knowledge and valued opinions (those of the

coaching staff and star players)

INTERNAL BUSINESS CASES

The management comes up with several internal business cases

that identify three different APIs:

IBC-1

n Information and ticket API: Allows users to retrieve up-to-

date information about upcoming games and other public

events organized by the club and to reserve and buy game

tickets

n Business objectives: (BO1¬ G1, G3) Promote club-related

activities, (BO2¬ G2) increase game attendance

n Key metrics: Ticket sales, number of tickets sold through the

API, number of Web referrals to the club website through

the API

n Involved business assets: A1

n Target user groups and/or ecosystems: Users of social

networks and various sports-related blogs and forums,

businesses that provide guides to upcoming city events

n Expected outcomes: Increase of ticket sales and game

attendance, increased brand name recognition

IBC-2

n Merchandising API: Allows users to see and buy available

merchandise

n Business objectives: (BO3¬ G2) Increase merchandise sales

n Key metrics: Merchandise sales, merchandise sales through

the API

n Involved business assets: A2

n Target user groups and/or ecosystems: Users of social

networks and various sports-related blogs and forums

n Expected outcomes: Increased merchandise sales, increased

brand name recognition

IBC-3

n Feedback API: Allows users to query existing fan feedback

and question database and to submit new entries

n Business objectives: (BO4¬ G2) Increase fan involvement,

(BO5¬ G1, G2, G3) information acquisition

n Key metrics: API spread (number of API consumers), API

traffic (amount of feedback submitted by fans)

n Involved business assets: A4

n Target user groups and/or ecosystems: Users of social

networks and various sports-related blogs and forums

n Expected outcomes: Increased fan involvement and fan base

growth, acquisition of useful information from fans (e.g.,

about desired complementary entertainment during games,

preferred type of merchandise)

The key outcomes of these cases are the actual APIs that are

going to be exposed and target API consumers.

SAMPLE SCENARIO: BUSINESS GOALS ® BUSINESS CASES ® APIS
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We have two possibilities for accomplishing this. We

can follow the top-down approach and begin with a

goal or a set of goals that we want to achieve, as shown

in Figure 1.

A good starting point is to look at a list of potential ben-

efits offered by the API economy:3

n Decreasing application development costs and time

n Keeping up with application demands

n Achieving wider and quicker coverage of different

platforms and devices

n Focusing on your core values by leaving application

production to API consumers

n Finding and capitalizing on new partnerships

n Expanding into new customer bases

n Expanding brand name and loyalty

n Influencing industry standards and user expectations

n Keeping up with the competition

We can take selected benefits as our business goals or, if

needed, we can make them more specific based on our

context and needs.

The advantage of this approach is that we get specific

goals that we can use to guide the whole process, moni-

tor its progress, and measure its success or failure. On

the other hand, we are not necessarily “squeezing” the

most value out of our existing business assets. In fact, it

might well be that the goals we aim for do not match

what we have to offer API consumers.

An alternative option is to go bottom-up, starting from

the available business assets, as shown in Figure 2.
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EXTERNAL BUSINESS CASES

The management of the club further refines the API business

strategy by constructing external business cases that show

why target API consumers would use these APIs:

EBC-1

n API: Information and ticket API

n Scenarios:

(a) A user of a forum/social networking site/blog posts

a message about an upcoming game using the API. The

message includes the possibility of reserving or buying

tickets for that game. 

(b) An online city event guide business includes upcoming

club games using the API.

n Benefits (API consumer): Information about upcoming

club events, percentage of ticket sales

EBC-2

n API: Merchandising API

n Scenarios: Website/blog owner uses the API to show and

sell club merchandise. The owner can specify his or her own

text and/or small logo that will be included on predefined

spots on the selected merchandise (e.g., additional logo on

the back of the jersey) sold through his or her site.

n Benefits (API consumer): Percentage of merchandise sales,

possibility to promote own brand/website 

EBC-3

n API: Feedback API

n Scenarios:

(a) Website/blog owner or forum/social networking site user

submits a desired question or request to the coaching staff,

team management, or specific athlete and uses the API to

display that submission and allow other users to vote it

up. The submissions that get the most votes are answered

every week and posted on the official website of the club,

citing the author of the question/comment and its source

(website hosting the API). 

(b) Website/blog owner uses the API to show the most recent

fan questions and corresponding answers.

n Benefits (API consumer): Promotion of own name/website,

new interesting information about the club (e.g., responses

of star players to fan questions)

At this stage, new requirements for the APIs are identified: the

ability for API consumers to customize certain merchandise and

the ability to vote on submitted user feedback and questions.

These cases serve as guidelines for the initial API marketing

strategy. Once API consumers actually start using these APIs

and the human innovation factor kicks in, these scenarios

might get updated or even totally replaced by new ones (i.e.,

if consumers discover different ways of using the APIs and

getting different/additional benefits).

SAMPLE SCENARIO: BUSINESS GOALS ® BUSINESS CASES ® APIS (cont’d)
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Business assets. In the context of the API economy, busi-
ness assets are assets that can be used via exposed APIs.
Typically these include things like data, products, and
services.

Here the general goal could be described as “exposing

API(s) to achieve maximum business gains from the

existing business assets.”

In this approach, we put the focus on one of the key

features of the API economy — the unlocking of human

innovation. It is impossible to predict all of the potential

usages of the exposed API(s) that API consumers will

come up with. Therefore, this approach targets human

innovation so as to leverage the most out of existing

assets. On the flip side, we do not know which exact

types of benefits such a move will yield. It is also more

difficult to come up with good measures of success. 

Regardless of the chosen approach, the result of the

first step is to identify one or more API business goals.

Everything that comes next is targeted to accomplishing

these goals.

Step 2 — Examine the Market and Business
Environment (Internal and External)

The second step is to understand the market situation

and the internal and external environment related to

our business. We want to consider potential competi-

tion, partners, and consumers for our API(s). At this

stage, general business methods of domain analysis are

applicable. Another option is to use an approach tai-

lored specifically to software production, such as the

one Paolo Predonzani and his coauthors discuss in

Strategic Software Production With Domain-Oriented

Reuse.4

API ecosystem. An API ecosystem is a set of intercon-
nected API networks that might include different APIs,
API providers, API consumers, and end users.

The API economy is an economy of networks and net-

work connections. Therefore, an important aspect of

environment analysis is identification of API ecosystems

that might be relevant to our API(s). We might want to

join or tap into specific ecosystems, or we might decide

to form a new one based around our own API(s).

Step 3 — Identify the API Consumers

While we are unlikely to be able to identify every possi-

ble type of API consumer for our API(s), we can at least

predict the likely initial consumer groups. These groups

will determine our initial API marketing strategy.

We also advise taking into account the different API

ecosystems that these API consumers belong to. This

can give us a clear understanding of which API net-

works are the primary targets for our API(s). It can

also help refine the list of ecosystems identified in the

previous step.
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Figure 1 — Top-down approach to API design.

Figure 2 — Bottom-up approach to API design.
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API PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND API FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

Step 4 — Consider the Risks

Now that we have precise business goals and some

understanding of the environment and potential con-

sumers, we can analyze the risks related to these goals.

Here again we can start with a list of some of the com-

mon challenges faced by companies in the API economy

(see Table 1).5

Once we have a list of potential risks, we can follow the

same basic steps as in ITIL: assess impact and estimate

probability of each individual risk. Based on that, we

can decide which risks we want to address or safeguard

against and to what extent.

Step 5 — Make Business Cases

In ITIL, we use business cases to understand the likely

outcomes of specific business decisions. In particular,

we focus on business objectives addressed by a specific

service and its anticipated business impacts (quantifi-

able and unquantifiable). This is not so straightforward

when we deal with APIs. The difficulty here comes

from the fact that, as API providers, we have limited

control of the road to achieving our API business goals.

A big part of it depends on the API consumers and

possibly even end users.

End users. In the context of the API economy, the end users
of an API exposed by an API provider are users of products
or services delivered by API consumers of that API.

As API providers, we cannot control consumers

directly, but we can influence and guide their actions.

However, before thinking of how to influence con-

sumers, we need to understand first what that influence

should lead to. This is where business cases come

into play.

We use business cases to construct scenarios of how

we could achieve our API business goals. Here we make

use of the information about target API consumers and

API ecosystems to build cases that address possible

roads to achieving our targets. 

To be more specific, business cases tell us which types of

consumers we need to target to reach specific business

objectives (see Figure 3). Business objectives are break-

downs of API business goals into smaller, more specific

targets. Sometimes, however, objectives can be the same

as business goals (e.g., when the anticipated outcomes of

one business case completely cover the business goal).

Notice that the target of these business cases is our own

business and API business goals. As such, we refer to

these cases as internal business cases. Having internal

business cases helps us understand what we want from

API consumers. 

The next question is how to make consumers deliver

what we want. To find an answer to that, we employ

business cases again (see Figure 4), but this time the

target is the benefit from the exposed API(s) to the API

consumers — a direct analogy to building business

cases for services. (See sidebar “Sample Scenario:

Business Goals → Business Cases → APIs.”)

To differentiate from previous usage, we call this type of

business case an external business case. We are only inter-

ested in those external business cases that involve the

types of API consumers we have identified previously. 

Basically we need to come up with scenarios that will

motivate consumers to use our API(s) in a specific way.

This might seem counterintuitive, as the whole point of

exposing APIs is to unlock the human innovation of

third parties. In practice, however, innovation does not

happen by itself. Just because we expose an API does

not guarantee that consumers will come. We want to

give a starting impulse (direction) to get the innovation

going. Think of it as a snowball that we make and roll

downhill — we give it initial mass and momentum, but

then it takes on a life of its own. In other words, all we
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General Challenge Examples of Potential Risks

Safeguarding security

and privacy

Increased security risks and privacy 

concerns because of data openness 

and sharing

Losing API consumer trust because 

of failure to maintain API 

compliance and backward 

compatibility

Alienating API consumers because 

of changes in the exposed API, 

accompanying business model(s), 

or related SLAs

Failure to attract enough API 

consumers to get the API going

Losing API consumers due to 

competing APIs

Failure to cope with increased 

and/or unanticipated usage 

of the exposed API

API requiring critical changes that 

break compatibility or have other 

heavy negative impact(s) on 

existing API consumers

Maintaining trust 

between providers

and consumers

Attracting API 

consumers

Maintaining effective

and efficient APIs

Table 1 — Some of the Common Challenges 
Companies Face in the API Economy
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need are some initial business cases that will attract the

right kind of consumers. (See sidebar “Sample Scenario:

Business Goals → Business Cases → APIs.”)

A common piece of advice given to API providers for

unlocking human innovation is to do it in iterative

stages: first target human innovation internally (involve

your own employees), then move to your business part-

ners, and finally go to the general public. This principle

can be effectively applied to the construction of external

business cases as well. We start by constructing such

cases for internal use (within our own organization).

As we expose our API(s) to partners and/or the general

public, we add new business cases or improve the

existing ones.

Step 6 — Choose the Right Business Model(s)

At this point we should already know what types of

consumers we are targeting and how we are going to

attract them. Based on the internal and external busi-

ness cases, we can choose a business model or models

that are best suited to our API business goal(s).

A variety of API business models are being used

in the industry, including: free, developer-pays,

developer-gets-paid, and indirect models. In fact,

ProgrammableWeb founder John Musser identifies

around 20 different API business models and their vari-

ations.6 It is helpful to keep in mind that most models

are not exclusive and can be used in combination.

Step 7 — Estimate and Manage API Costs and Budget

Business scenarios together with selected business

model(s) allow us to estimate the amount of financial

investment we need to devote to the API(s) and their

expected ROI. Here it is important to remember to

include the ongoing costs related to the marketing of

the API(s) and support of the developer (API consumer)

community. Generally, a raw budget would be esti-

mated at this stage and then later adjusted, after we

finalize the marketing strategy and determine the exact

type and amount of developer support we are going

to provide.

API DEMAND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY

Step 8 — Construct PBAs

In ITIL, we use patterns of business activity (PBAs) to

identify any patterns in business activity that the target

service is meant to support. When we talk about APIs,

however, we do not have a corresponding business

activity. In fact, the exposure of the API itself is that

business activity. Consequently, we cannot examine

patterns of the activity that are not yet in place.

Nevertheless, we can analyze similar business activities

— other APIs we have previously exposed (if any) or

similar types of APIs exposed by other businesses. PBAs

here are the patterns in API usage by different types of

API consumers. The purpose is similar to that of PBAs

in ITIL — to get a better understanding of the activities

so that the API(s) in question can be better optimized to

usage requirements. 
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Figure 3 — Overview of internal business cases.

Figure 4 — Relationship between external and 
internal business cases.
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There might be situations when we are not able to

find similar APIs. In such scenarios, we skip this step.

However, we can still construct PBAs at a later stage

(after the deployment of the API) to use them as part of

the continual improvement process and when exposing

new APIs.

API BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY

Step 9 — Determine the Marketing Strategy

We need to be able to attract target API consumers to

achieve our API business goals. For this reason, it is crit-

ical to decide on a clear marketing strategy. It is espe-

cially important at the initial stage, when the API is first

exposed to the public. Later, if the API is successful, no

active marketing strategy may be needed — the API

consumer community will do our marketing for us.

Step 10 — Determine the API Consumer
Support Strategy

Unlike the marketing strategy, support of API con-

sumers is an ongoing process that lasts the whole life-

cycle of the API, and possibly even longer. Therefore,

it is necessary to anticipate support costs and adjust

the API budget accordingly.

An API consumer support strategy has two main

purposes: attracting new consumers and building

and maintaining trust with the existing ones.

To attract new consumers, we need to consider different

ways and tools to help developers get started with

our API(s). This is where our external business cases

become invaluable. Other than that, there are a number

of things we need to take into account, including: 

n Providing easy-to-use and helpful API

documentation 

n Providing practical API usage examples and tutorials 

n Maintaining the developer portal 

n Having a convenient feedback and support system

Trust is something that gets established over time and is

very easy to lose. Therefore, it is especially important to

have a clear strategy for building and maintaining trust.

The keys to that are clear and honest communication

with consumers and a guarantee of safety in terms of

consumer effort and dependencies on our API(s). This

means that we avoid making breaking changes to the

API(s), drastically changing the licensing or the terms

and conditions of API usage without consumer knowl-

edge, “borrowing” consumer ideas and outcompeting

their products, and so on.

WHAT TO DO NEXT? OTHER STAGES 
OF THE API LIFECYCLE

In the sections above, we covered the API strategy

process, which is arguably the most critical one in the

whole API lifecycle. After all, it governs how we expose

our API(s) and explains why we do it in a specific way.

What follows next is the actual design and implementa-

tion of the API(s), followed by their transition into pro-

duction and actual operation. Of course, there is also the

continuous improvement cycle that allows us to opti-

mize our API(s) and related processes and to adapt to

the ongoing changes in the market.

In principle, at this stage we could form what we have

as a new business request to the IT organization (i.e., to

implement the exposure of the selected API based on

the established strategy) and proceed with the standard

ITIL framework. Alternatively, we can continue using

the adapted version of the API lifecycle stages. The

advantage of the latter approach is that we can have a

methodology that is it tailored specifically to the APIs.

Debating all the pros and cons of each approach, how-

ever, is beyond the scope of this paper. Finally, we are

not forced to use the IT service–based approach at this

stage at all and can proceed with the actual implemen-

tation as a regular software development project.

The process of exposing a new API is not a trivial one.

There is always uncertainty stemming from the fact that

ultimately it’s the API consumers who determine the

success or failure of the exposed API. We believe that

the methodology described here can help alleviate this

uncertainty to an extent and make the creation of a new

API program more likely to succeed. Furthermore, the

focus on business aspects should help an organization

keep track of the API program and ensure it is going in

the right direction — namely, toward delivering busi-

ness value. That said, however, we encourage readers to

look at this methodology as a general framework and to

improve or expand its steps as necessary.

Trust is something that gets established over

time and is very easy to lose. 
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Recently, Apple released its next-generation iPhone mod-

els, including a reduced-price and multicolor iPhone 5C.

Android devices are being registered worldwide on a

daily basis, and a new update to the Android OS has

been named. Today it is typical to see business executives

launching presentations from their tablets or other mobile

devices. Through sheer numbers, the mobile smart device

has rapidly become a primary user interface. 

In turn, the applications that users launch on their

devices have become an essential part of the mobile

ecosystem, and an explosion of mobile development has

resulted in hundreds of thousands of apps available for

download. When the new range of smart and powerful

mobile devices is combined with an ever-growing set

of applications leveraging the Internet and various data

repositories around the world, there are bound to be

challenges involving the systems that support these

applications, including Web services and APIs. Whether

APIs are purely for internal developers and branded

applications or are supporting a public developer com-

munity, a new set of challenges is created by the wide-

spread use of mobile devices and native applications

employing remote API calls. In many cases, these chal-

lenges could not have been foreseen, as the architecture

of the APIs being employed dates prior to the explosion

of smart mobile devices. 

The good news is that if you are an API provider or

API consumer, the difficulties of migrating an API to

support this large wave of new usage are not insur-

mountable, and there are many best practices that you

can leverage. The following is a list of seven critical

challenges that the incorporation of APIs in mobile

applications has exposed, along with some possible

solutions for both providers and consumers. 

CHALLENGE #1: CONNECTIVITY

The most basic challenge of consuming APIs in the

mobile space is device connectivity via Wi-Fi or cell

coverage. Just think, when was the last time your

smartphone dropped a call? Probably yesterday —

if not an hour ago. Continuous connectivity is not a

realistic expectation in the mobile space, unlike desktop

browsers, as users move from one location to another

with varying degrees of coverage, and signal blockages

occur. (Elevators, for example, are not usually the best

location for maintaining a connection.) Thus, the con-

nection to remote APIs cannot be guaranteed while in

a mobile environment since the level of service under-

lying the connection is variable. It would be rather

frustrating for users (albeit slightly amusing) if an

application, when making an API request, displayed

the following message: “While your information is

retrieved, please do not move.” 

Since the mobile application interface is ultimately

responsible for display of the retrieved data or call status

to the user, users will naturally blame the application

if timeouts or failures occur. It therefore becomes the

responsibility of the API consumer to handle connectiv-

ity issues and timeouts gracefully. API consumers should

expect that, at some point when a user is navigating a

mobile application that engages remote requests, those

remote requests will fail for a reason outside their con-

trol. Responding to this failure either through the display

of an appropriate “lack of connection” message or retry-

ing the call automatically is essential for an improved

user experience. Whether fortunate or unfortunate for

application developers, users have become accustomed

to connectivity issues when using mobile devices, so the

display of this message would not be out of the norm.

Simply leaving a user waiting for a response that never

comes, however, would be both frustrating and result in

poor mobile application reviews.

In addition to basic error checking and messaging, a

mobile application developer can add programming

logic that can decide when and what calls to make

based on connectivity. This enhanced programming

logic would leverage the device system properties to

determine the current connection performance. In cases

where an important API request may be called or a

request is known to be “heavy” in terms of the amount

of data transported, the mobile developer can check

both the connection type (Wi-Fi or cell) and the strength

of the connection prior to making the call. If a minimum

threshold is not met, then the call can be delayed until

a more stable connection is attained. In the Android
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platform, checking the connection properties is a rela-

tively straightforward task using the android.telephony

library and SignalStrength class. The iOS environment

makes it a bit more difficult, as the signal strength of the

device connection is not exposed. To work around this

iOS SDK limitation, a developer can instead monitor

connection performance by testing data speed when

desired and setting a minimum threshold for executing

critical or large calls. 

CHALLENGE #2: OPERATION OVERHEAD 

In addition to the connection through which API calls

are made, there is the total operation overhead, which

contributes to the performance of API calls from mobile

applications. The total call overhead results from

the combination of the size of the payload sent and

returned and the number of requests being made in

an operation. In many cases, several remote calls will

need to be performed in a particular flow with specific

data pieces retrieved from each response to be used in

subsequent calls or for a final set of data to display. 

A common example of this flow is the retrieval of

weather information for the current location of a mobile

device. First a geolocation call is made to retrieve a loca-

tion data element such as a zip or postal code that can

be used in a subsequent weather request from a differ-

ent service. This is a fairly simple example but one that

shows how the overhead can become significant as the

mobile application acts as a call coordinator for these

multiple calls. Caching the location information in the

application is an option for improving subsequent per-

formance, but if the location is used again, there is a

more reliable solution, as explained below.

The bulk of the call overhead is the number of request

and result calls that must be strung together. If instead

the mobile application is able to make a single request,

this will reduce the call overhead and processing signif-

icantly. What is needed is a new endpoint located in the

cloud that can act as the call coordinator performing the

call requests, response handling, basic logic, and even

some intelligent caching. In fact, the caching and logic

can be even more powerful when put into the cloud,

since the service can take advantage of knowledge

gained from calls from multiple devices. In our weather

example, this could mean that if device M is in close

enough proximity to where device C previously

requested weather information, then a cached data

set could be provided without any other requests to

external APIs being made. 

To make creating these types of call-brokering end-

points in the cloud easier, a new type of service 

offering has been developed. The service is called

“BaaS” or “backend as a service,” by which developers

can build new endpoints in the cloud in a language of

their choosing (see Figure 1). Several small startups

are providing these services,1, 2 and even Google is

previewing a release of what is called, appropriately

enough, Google Cloud Endpoints.3 Providing a cus-

tom endpoint in the cloud makes it easy for the API

provider to maintain the original API set with minimal

changes, while the application developer (the API con-

sumer) has an endpoint layer with which to request

exactly what is needed in a single request.

CHALLENGE #3: LOOSE CALLS 

Many API calls were originally designed for a specific

task: saving a profile, returning a list of items in a cart,

and so on. For website implementations, these general

calls were sufficient. But for mobile integration, where

less is more due to connectivity and processing over-

head, providing a level of granularity is essential. As

an example, when developing a mobile application

that retrieves a large list of data from an API, a list view

control available from the platform’s SDK can be used

for displaying the list. However, the default behavior

when displaying a large list of items is for the list to be

rendered after the list entries are created. Some mobile

platforms such as Android have native adapter classes

that can manage the display of large data sets from

memory or a database set; however, without being able

to define the granularity of the return list in the original

API request, there is still the overhead of returning the
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entire set of data to the device and processing the

data set.

To facilitate this deeper level of granularity, filtering

should be available so consumers can set restrictions on

the type and quantity of data to be returned. A typical

filter for a return list of data would include a start index

and a count of items to return. In this way, the call can

leverage “paging” of the data set for only the pages that

the user desires. To determine the quantity sought in

each block or page, a balance must be struck between

the overhead of the data to be returned and how

many pages the user would wish to view on average.

Depending on the format of the API, filtering could

be as simple as query string options, such as

“?start=20&count=10”.

CHALLENGE #4: AUTHENTICATION 

One of the first things you will notice when examining

how to use authentication with an API set is that there

are several options available, including open source

libraries, commercially available libraries, OAuth

and OAuth 2.0, and specific OS libraries such as the

Android Account Manager. In general, there is no

standard for authentication across the board. Many

APIs have incorporated OAuth or OAuth 2.0 into their

framework for authentication, but in the mobile space

these authentication practices have their own issues. 

The OAuth process requires that an access token be

retrieved by having the user authenticate through a

browser set to the endpoint with the authenticating site.

After the user authenticates his or her profile, an access

token is returned to the mobile application through a

registered URL scheme. The URL scheme is a map for

browser windows or other applications on a mobile

device to call a native application on the device and

pass data. As part of the startup logic of a mobile

application, the developer can register a specific URL

scheme. However, a phishing application installed on

the same device could also register for the URL scheme,

thus gaining access to the access token when returned.

If instead a Web view is embedded in the native appli-

cation for the authentication endpoint to be loaded,

then unfortunately the native application can access

the data entered in the contained Web view. OAuth 2.0

attempted to address these issues by opening up new

methods, however it breaks a fundamental rule of

authentication by collecting credentials from users

directly. 

At the moment, there is no real solution to this problem.

One potential avenue for API providers is to create their

own authentication with the level of security that is

required for their offering. In turn for good practice and

easy integration by the API consumer, they can provide

a standard library for each of the common mobile plat-

forms that an integrator can easily leverage. PayPal, for

example, has created a set of mobile SDKs for both

Android and iOS that encapsulates the payment pro-

cessing secure calls.4

CHALLENGE #5: GENERIC APIS  

When developing an API, architects will focus on

deciding which call model to employ, such as REST,

and determine the data transport format to leverage,

such as JSON. Typically this call style and data format

conclusion is based on the systems already employed

and technical knowledge within the organization. The

problem with this approach is that it assumes all API

consumers and consumer platforms can use the chosen

data format with equal ease. Given the ever-expanding

array of mobile device platforms available, including

iOS, Android, and others, a single data format is not

necessarily the best option, even though it may be

easier for the provider to implement and maintain.

Instead, while continuing to separate the data gathering

from the data formatting, the concept of client adapters

can be employed to provide a layer between the client

side and server side through which consumers can

choose a return format based on their environment,

such as JSON for Web pages, plists for iOS, and so

forth. In this way, the core API calls can remain univer-

sal, but specific client adapters can be used to provide

easier consumption across a wide range of devices and

developer preferences. Netflix, as an example, must

support a multitude of different devices. With a client

adapter architecture, Netflix is able to keep a single base

API for easier maintenance while providing platform-

specific adapters for easier integration by developers.5

With the solution of a client adapter architecture, a

single API can be exposed across multiple platforms

through different data formats. To provide even more

flexibility with the client adapter solution, the specific

adapter to be used can either be specified by the con-

sumer in the call request or automatically determined by

the API host system based on the consumer’s platform.

CHALLENGE #6: LICENSE RESTRICTIONS 

Mashup developers are accustomed to API providers

placing restrictions on usage, including time and quan-

tity call quotas and data caching limitations. However,
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when incorporating third-party APIs for the mobile

space, developers may be surprised to find a clause

similar to the following in several providers’ terms

of use: “You may not implement the API or distribute

the data on mobile apps.” In most cases, this clause is

inserted into the terms of use API license agreements in

the hope of protecting the provider’s own mobile appli-

cation offering or potential entry into the mobile space.

Unfortunately, given the broad positioning of the

legal statement, this prevents the use of such an API

in your mobile application. Hopefully over time (just

as when Web APIs were first implemented years ago),

companies will remove this clause as they learn that

the incorporation of the calls and data in other mobile

applications with proper attribution is a more powerful

business strategy. 

PayPal recognized this strategic reality a while back

when other mobile applications had to launch the

PayPal application installed on the mobile device to

effect a payment transaction. This, of course, required

users to have already downloaded and installed the

PayPal mobile application on their devices. PayPal

recognized that this limited the reach of the service

and now provides a developer library on key mobile

platforms for direct incorporation of its payment

transaction service into mobile applications.

Some API providers are legitimately concerned about

the potential system impact from a significant increase

in API traffic. However, this can be addressed through

similar practices as used with APIs for website incor-

poration, such as usage limitations and endpoints

allocated just for mobile integration.

CHALLENGE #7: INCREASED AND REPETITIVE CALLS 

One of the challenges for API providers entering the

mobile space is the potential for a significant increase

in call volume. In addition, through automated func-

tionality of mobile applications, calls may get repeated

frequently. Take, for instance, new offerings that pro-

vide users with discounts and recommendations via

mobile devices as they walk through a retail store.

Upon entering the store, users are registered via their

mobile device through technologies such as sonic signal

detection, geofencing, and Wi-Fi fingerprinting. If API

calls are executed each time the device is detected in

the store — or even worse, on a regular basis for the

duration of the visit — then the increase in call volume

could be significant. To mitigate this automatically cre-

ated traffic, several tactics could be employed, including

caching data and mirroring frequently accessed data in

a secure manner at the location.

CONCLUSION

This has been a brief look at some of the various chal-

lenges of leveraging APIs designed for well-known

Web application usages to a mobile space. API con-

sumers need flexibility based on device OS platforms,

data formats, and connectivity dependencies from API

providers. In turn, mobile application developers need

to be good citizens when using APIs by minimizing the

number of calls performed. By mutually addressing

these challenges, API providers and consumers can

improve the mobile application user experience by pro-

viding the right data when it is needed in a timely man-

ner. On both sides, solving these challenges requires a

careful balance between the breadth of API coverage and

the depth of control over return data. 
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